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Objective: This study was conducted to estimate prevalence rates and factors

associated with depressive symptoms indexed by the Centre for Epidemiological

Studies‐Depression (CES‐D‐10) score in a large sample of community‐dwelling

healthy older adults from Australia and the United States. Convergent and divergent

validity of the CES‐D‐10 were also examined.

Methods: A total of 19 114 individuals aged greater than or equal to 65 years old

were enrolled from a primary prevention clinical trial. Depressive symptoms were

classified using the CES‐D‐10 score greater than or equal to 8 and greater than or

equal to 10. Gender‐specific prevalence for subgroups according to sociodemo-

graphic characteristics were reported, and factors associated with depressive symp-

toms were estimated.

Results: The overall prevalence rates of depressive symptoms were 9.8%, 95% CI,

8.5‐11.2 and 5.0%, 95% CI, 4.0‐6.0, according to the CES‐D‐10 score greater than

or equal to 8 and greater than or equal to 10, respectively. Depressive symptoms

were more common in women, individuals with less than 12 years of education, those

living alone or in a residential care, ethnic minorities, current smokers, and former

alcohol users. Convergent and divergent validities of the CES‐D‐10 were confirmed
hors.
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by observing strong negative association with the SF‐12 mental health component

and a modest negative association with SF‐12 physical component, respectively.

Conclusions: This study reports the prevalence of depressive symptoms in

Australian and US community‐dwelling healthy older populations. These findings

emphasize the high burden of the condition and factors associated with depressive

symptoms, to better inform clinicians and help with early detection and treatment

of depression in this age group.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The world population is ageing. According to the latest United

Nations report, the global population aged 60 years or over num-

bered 962 million in 2017, and the number of older persons is

expected to double again by 2050, when it is projected to reach

nearly 2.1 billion.1 Depression is ranked by the World Health Orga-

nization (WHO) as the single largest contributor to global disability

(7.5% of all years lived with disability in 2015).2 In addition, depres-

sion is associated with several somatic consequences further increas-

ing its burden of disease.3 Prevalence rates vary by age but tend to

peak in older adulthood (above 7.5% among females aged 55 to

74 years and above 5.5% among males), according to the latest

WHO report.2 Late‐life depression (LLD) is defined as depression

that occurs after 65 years of age and significantly impacts and

diminishes quality of life in this population.4

Previous studies have generated inconsistent findings about the

prevalence of mental illness among older adults,5 although most

studies report increasing prevalence rates of depression in old

age.6 The prevalence of major depression in populations aged 75

and older ranges from 4.6% to 9.3% and that of depressive disor-

ders7 from 4.5% to 37.4%. Rates of clinically relevant depressive

symptoms vary between 7.2% and 49% in this population.8,9 Recent

surveys have indicated that around 8% of community‐dwelling

Australians aged over 60 years10 and 11% of over 70 years US pop-

ulation experience clinically significant depression.11 A recent review

of different depression definitions found a high correlation for

depression rating scales and a formal DSM‐IV diagnosis, with an

estimated prevalence of depressive syndromes in older adults12

around 9%. Regardless of cutoff's for diagnosis of major depression,

the presence of minor or subthreshold symptoms was shown to

severely impact outcomes in older individuals.13,14

Depression in later life causes suffering and disability, it is asso-

ciated and worsens the outcomes of many medical illnesses,

increases health costs, and increases mortality.3,15,16 LLD is a major

public health issue, yet it tends to be unrecognized by physi-

cians.17,18 Although rates of depression treatment are increasing,19

many people still do not have adequate control of depressive
symptoms.20 A recent study of a large national sample found that

few Americans diagnosed with depression receive guideline‐

concordant treatment, with racial/ethnic minority populations receiv-

ing even less treatment than non‐Hispanic whites.21,22

The aim of this study was to determine gender‐specific prevalence

of depressive symptoms in people aged over 65 years based on the

short form of Centre for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale

(CES‐D‐10)23 and to provide information across age strata, sex, resi-

dential place, language, alcohol consumption, and different racial and

ethnic groups. As our secondary aim, we examined convergent validity

of the CES‐D‐10 for measuring severity of depressive symptoms in

community‐dwelling older adults. On the basis of previous research,

we proposed that there would be a similar direction and magnitude

of associations between higher CES‐D‐10 cutoff scores (ie, cutoff

scores 12, 14, and 16) and being female, from racial/ethnic minorities,

non‐English speaking background, institutional living and/or living

alone (versus private household), smoking, lower education, and

nonoccasional and hazardous alcohol consumption.7,18,24-27
2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this study, the presence of depressive symptoms among healthy

community‐dwelling older adults was measured using a single

validated instrument. This prevalence study is a substudy of a larger

investigation, known as the ASPirin in Reducing Events in the Elderly

(ASPREE) study, which is a randomized double‐blind placebo‐

controlled trial examining the efficacy of low‐dose aspirin on extend-

ing disability‐free and dementia‐free life in a healthy older

population.28-30 This study is also a component of “ASPREE‐D,” which

explores the potential of aspirin to prevent the onset of depression in

the aged.31
2.1 | Recruitment of sample

A two‐stage recruitment strategy was used in Australia that involved

initial recruitment of general practitioners and subsequent recruitment

of their patients. In the United States, recruitment was community‐



Key points

• Depressive symptoms are relatively common in older

adults;

• Several factors associated with depressive symptoms are

easily identifiable and should raise suspicion of clinicians

regarding the possibility of depression in this population;

• Women, those less educated, living alone or in a

residential care, ethnic minorities, current smokers, and

former alcohol users represent a vulnerable group for

late‐life depression.
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based utilizing a range of methods such as clinic based, mailing lists,

media advertisements, preexisting registries, and electronic medical

records. Details of this strategy have been described in detail else-

where.32 Selected sites in the United States had special focus on

recruiting minority groups to enrich the study participants with African

American, Hispanic, Native American, and other minorities. Minority

status was defined by self‐report of race/ethnicity in the sociodemo-

graphic questionnaire applied by the general practitioner. These

groups have a lower age criterion due to a higher burden of disease

and a survival disadvantage showed in this population.33,34

2.2 | Inclusion criteria

Community‐dwelling men and women 70 years of age and older (U.S.

minority 65 years of age and older) and willing and able to provide

informed consent were study inclusion criteria.

2.3 | Exclusion criteria

Exclusion criteria included a past history of cardiovascular event or

established cardiovascular disease or atrial fibrillation, dementia or a

score of less than 78 on Modified Mini‐Mental State examination, dis-

ability as defined by severe difficulty or inability to perform any one of

the Katz activities of daily living, a condition with a high current or

recurrent risk of bleeding, anaemia, a condition likely to cause death

within 5 years, current use of other antiplatelet or antithrombotic

medication, current use of aspirin for secondary prevention, and

uncontrolled hypertension.

2.4 | Governance

The ASPREE Steering Committee is responsible for the overall man-

agement and conduct of the trial.

2.5 | Instruments

2.5.1 | CES‐D‐10

The 10‐item version of the CES‐D‐10 was used.35 The CES‐D‐10 is

a self‐completed questionnaire that scores the severity of depressive

symptoms in general populations. In brief, participants responded to

each item of the scale by rating the frequency of each mood or

symptom “during the past week” on a four‐point scale. A score is

assigned by totaling all items (after reversing the positive mood

items), the CES‐D‐10 scale range from 0 to 30. The CES‐D‐10 has

previously shown comparable accuracy when compared with the

full‐length 20‐item version of the CES‐D (κ = 0.97) in classifying par-

ticipants with depressive symptoms.35 Construct validity of the CES‐

D‐10 showed that a single score was reliable and valid measure of

depression in an older population.36,37 For the purposes of the cur-

rent study, a cutoff of greater than or equal to 8 was a priori

regarded as presence of depressive symptoms. As cutoff scores of

greater than or equal to 8 and greater than or equal to 10 both
showed acceptable validity in measuring depression, these cutoff

scores were used to examine factors associated with increased

depressive symptoms.36

2.5.2 | SF‐12

The 12‐item version of the Medical Outcomes Study (SF‐12) was used

in this study to examine convergent and divergent validity. The SF‐12

contains a mental component summary and a physical component

summary designed to provide an indication of the mental and physical

health of respondents, respectively.38

2.6 | Ethics

The trial is being conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki

1964 as revised in 2008, the requirements of the Australian National

Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research, the federal patient

privacy (HIPAA) law and ICH‐GCP guidelines, and the International

Conference of Harmonisation Guidelines for Good Clinical Practice

and has been approved by institutional review boards at all sites.

2.7 | Data analysis

Descriptive statistics using mean and standard deviation (±SD), or

number (%), as appropriate, summarized the participants' characteris-

tics. Prevalence of depressive symptoms was estimated, and 95% con-

fidence intervals (CIs) were calculated using bootstrap technique. The

association of sociodemographical factors with depressive symptom

was determined using logistic regression models, and odds ratios

(ORs) and 95% CIs are reported. All two‐way interactions between

potential risk factors were assessed in multivariable binary logistic

models. However, as there was no important interaction identified

(ie, OR comparisons between subgroups, expressed as a ratio, were

all less than 10% different), no interaction term was added to final

analysis models. Notably, interactions of country (Australia vs United

States) with other factors were all nonsignificant and/or with negligi-

ble effect sizes. This justified the pooling of data across the two coun-

tries for further analyses. Convergent validity of the CES‐D‐10 as a



TABLE 1 (Continued)

Demographic Categories
Male (n = 8332) Female (n = 10 782)
n (%)b n (%)b

Education

≤12 y 4600 (55.2) 6355 (58.9)

>12 y 3732 (44.8) 4426 (41.1)

Smoking status

Current 383 (4.6) 352 (3.3)
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tool for measuring severity of symptoms and prevalence was assessed

by examining ORs and 95% CIs estimated from multivariate binary

logistic models. Convergent and divergent validity of CES‐D‐10 score

was validated by examining Pearson correlation coefficients. Conver-

gent validity of the CES‐D‐10 as a tool for measuring severity of

symptoms prevalence by considering CES‐D‐10 ≥ 12 and greater than

or equal to 14 and greater than or equal to 16 cutoffs were assessed

by examining ORs and 95% CIs estimated from multivariate binary

logistic models.
Former 4362 (52.4) 3437 (31.9)

Never 3587 (43.0) 6993 (64.9)

Alcohol drinkingc

Current 6932(83.2) 7710 (71.5)

Former 607 (7.3) 529 (4.9)

Never 793 (9.5) 2543 (23.6)

Alcohol use (d/wk)c

<once per wk 1972 (26.2) 3448 (41.9)

1 to 6 days per wk 3595 (47.6) 3277 (39.7)

everyday 1971 (26.2) 1514 (18.4)

Number of alcohol drinksc

1 to 4 drinks 6890 (91.4) 8165 (99.1)
3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Participants' profile

Table 1 shows sample characteristics for men and women. Of the

19 114 participants, 16 703 (87.4%) were from Australia and 2411

(12.6%) from the United States. Mean age was 75 years and 10 782

(56.4%) were female. A total of 12 779 (66.9%) participants lived in

a private home with family, friends, or spouse, 18 263 (95.6%) were

of English‐speaking background, 4276 (22.4%) were born overseas,

and 10 955 (57.3%) had 12 years or more formal education. Of
TABLE 1 Demographic characteristics of male and female
participants

Demographic Categories
Male (n = 8332) Female (n = 10 782)
n (%)b n (%)b

Age group, M (SD) 75.0 (4.5) 75.2 (4.6)

Country

Australia 7523 (90.3) 9180 (85.1)

United States 809 (9.7) 1602 (14.9)

Living status

At home alone 1731 (20.8) 4521 (41.9)

At home with family, friends,

or a spouse

6570 (78.9) 6209 (57.6)

In a residential homea 31 (0.4) 52 (0.5)

Ethnicity

Hispanic or Latino 202 (2.4) 286 (2.7)

Not Hispanic or Latino 8129 (97.6) 10 496 (97.4)

Race

White/Caucasian 7793 (93.5) 9905 (91.9)

Black/African American 310 (3.7) 599 (5.6)

Other 148 (2.8) 162 (2.2)

Language

English 7919 (95.0) 10 344 (95.9)

Not English 413 (5.0) 438 (4.1)

Born overseas

No 6231 (74.8) 8607 (79.8)

Yes 2101 (25.2) 2175 (20.2)

(Continues)

5 to 8 drinks 519 (6.9) 55 (0.7)

≥9 drinks 129 (1.7) 19 (0.2)

Drink more alcohol on weekendc

No 6393 (84.8) 7491 (90.9)

Yes 1146 (15.2) 748 (9.1)

Past depression historyd

Unsure 37 (0.4) 70 (0.7)

No 2454 (29.5) 2739 (25.4)

Yes 501 (6.0) 1166 (10.8)

aSupervised care or assisted living.
bExcept for age—continuous variable. M, mean; SD, standard deviation.
cNondrinkers have been excluded.
dThe question of a history of depression were only asked after June 2013.
1664 minority participants, 1323 (80%) were from the United States.

Current smoking was reported by 735 (3.9%), and 14 642 (76.6%)

were current alcohol consumers.
3.2 | Prevalence of depressive symptoms

There were 4236 (22.16%) participants with no depressive symptoms

(ie, CES‐D‐10 score = 0), 19.04% (2052) in females and 26.21% (2184)

in males and less than 1% of the total population had a CES‐D‐10

score of greater than or equal to 15.

Overall 1879 (9.8%), 95% CI, 8.5‐11.2 had a CES‐D‐10 score

greater than or equal to 8; 1248 (11.6%), 95% CI, 9.6‐13.5 in

females; and 631 (7.6%), 95% CI, 5.8‐9.3 in males. Considering a

CES‐D‐10 score greater than or equal to 10 as cutoff for depressive



TABLE 2 The prevalence of depression symptoms in males and
females determined by the CES‐D‐10 cutoff greater than or equal to 8

Demographic Categories

CES‐D‐10 ≥ 8

Male Female

% 95% CI % 95% CI

Total prevalence 7.6 6.4, 8.8 11.6 10.1, 13.0

Age group (y)

≤74 7.4 6.7, 8.2 11.5 10.7, 12.3

75 to 84 7.5 6.6, 8.5 11.8 10.9, 12.8

≥85 10.4 7.4, 14.5 10.8 8.2, 14.1
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symptoms, there was a total of 953 (5.0%), 95% CI, 4.0‐6.0 partici-

pants; 642 (6%), 95% CI, 4.5‐7.4 females; and 311 (3.7), 95% CI,

2.4‐5.0 males. Table 2 summarizes prevalence of depressive symp-

toms according to demographics and associated factors by gender

breakdown. In general, depressive symptoms were more prevalent

in women, individuals educated for 12 years or less, living alone or

in residential care, ethnic minorities, current smokers, and those

reporting poor mental and physical health. Former alcohol users

had a higher prevalence of depressive symptoms, and current alco-

hol consumers and the no‐alcohol group had a similar prevalence

of depressive symptomatology.
Country

Australia 7.4 4.6, 13.2 13.2 9.1, 17.4

United States 8.9 6.2, 8.7 11.3 9.8, 12.8

Living status

At home alone 12.0 8.9, 15.1 13.1 10.7, 15.5

At home with family, friends, or

a spouse

6.4 5.1, 7.6 10.4 8.6, 12.2

In a residential homea 16.1 (5/31)b 19.2 (10/52)b

Ethnicity

Hispanic or Latino 10.4 1.8, 19.0 15.0 5.0, 25.0

Not Hispanic or Latino 7.5 6.3, 8.7 11.5 10.1, 12.9

Race

White 7.3 2.7, 18.3 11.3 6.1, 19.8

African American 12.6 7.4, 20.5 15.4 9.5, 23.9

Other 8.8 4.5, 16.4 18.5 12.2, 27.1

Language

English 7.6 6.4, 8.9 11.5 10.1, 13.0

Not English 6.5 1.4, 11.7 12.6 5.1, 20.1

Education (y)

Less than 12 8.1 6.4, 9.8 12.3 10.4, 14.1

More than 12 6.9 5.2, 8.6 10.6 8.4, 12.7

Smoking status

Current 13.6 6.3, 20.9 16.5 7.0, 26.1

Former or never 7.3 6.1, 8.5 11.4 10.0, 12.9

Alcohol use

Current 7.2 6.1, 8.6 11.2 7.6, 16.2

Former 12.2 7.7, 18.7 15.3 11.7, 19.8
3.3 | Exploring model‐adjusted associations

Depressive symptomsweremore likely in females (OR(CES‐D‐10≥ 8) = 1.5;

95% CI, 1.3‐1.6, and OR(CES‐D‐10 ≥ 10) = 1.5; 95% CI, 1.3‐1.7), but

there was no age by gender interaction. Presence of depressive

symptoms was not associated with age groups (less than or equal

to 74, 75‐84, and greater than or equal to 85). Table 3 shows fac-

tors potentially associated with depressive symptoms. In general,

those who lived in a residential home (supervised care or assisted

living) or at home alone were more likely to have depressive symp-

toms compared with those living at home with family, friends, or a

spouse. Living in a residential home was strongly associated with

depressive symptoms. In such circumstances, females had at least

double the odds, and males had more than two and half times higher

odds of presenting with increased depressive symptoms. The low

number of participants residing in residential homes in our study

may impact the generalizability of this finding. Less than 12 years

of education, currently smoking, and being a racial minority (non‐

white) were all moderately associated (ie, OR < 2) with depressive

symptoms. Language (English vs non‐English) and being from Latino

ethnicity were not significantly associated with symptomatology.

Compared with respondents who were current alcohol users, those

who were previous alcohol users were almost one and half times

more likely to have depressive symptoms. Among those who

reported being current alcohol users, drinking more than five stan-

dard drinks per day was a significant factor, although no dose

response association was evident. Respondents who reported more

drinking on the weekend did not have significantly higher odds of

depressive symptoms.

Never 7.1 4.2, 11.7 11.9 6.2, 21.8

Physical health

≤50 score 10.6 8.5, 12.7 14.2 12.0, 16.3

>50 score 5.3 3.9, 6.6 8.7 6.8, 10.5

Mental health

≤50 score 26.7 21.7, 31.6 31.3 26.4, 35.8

>50 score 4.0 3.0, 4.9 6.6 5.3, 7.8

Abbreviations: CESD‐10, Center for epidemiologic Studies Depression

Scale (10 items); CI, confidence interval.
aSupervised care or assisted living.
bNot enough data to calculate CI.
3.4 | Convergent and divergent validity

There was an inverse association between the SF‐12 mental compo-

nent score and the overall CES‐D‐10 score (r = −0.45; 95% CI, −0.47

to −0.44), illustrating convergent validity. Divergent validity of the

CES‐D‐10 was assessed by examining correlation with the SF‐12

physical component score. As expected, the CES‐D‐10 had low corre-

lation with this scale (r = −0.18, 95% CI, −0.20 to −0.17).

Convergent validity of the CES‐D‐10 was explored by comparing

the associations (model adjusted ORs) at cutoff scores of 12, 14, or



TABLE 3 Factors associated with depressive symptoms as measured by the CES‐D‐10 cutoffs ≥8 and ≥10

CES‐D‐10 Cutoff
CES‐D‐10 ≥ 8 CES‐D‐10 ≥ 10

Factors Female OR (95% CI) Male OR (95% CI) Female OR (95% CI) Male OR (95% CI)

1. Agea 75 to 84 y 0.9 (0.9‐1.12) 0.9 (0.8‐1.2) 0.9 (0.8‐1.2) 0.9 (0.8‐1.2)
85 + y 0.8 (0.6‐1.15) 1.2 (0.8‐1.8) 0.8 (0.5‐1.2) 0.8 (0.5‐1.6)

* * * *

2. Living status At home alone 1.3 (1.1, 1.4) 1.9 (1.6, 2.3) 1.4 (1.2, 1.6) 2.1 (1.6, 2.7)

In a residential home 2.2 (1.1, 4.4) 2.7 (1.0, 7.0) 2.1 (0.8, 5.2) 4.6 (1.6, 13.5)

3. Education ≤12 y education 1.2 (1.1, 1.4)** 1.1 (1.0, 1.4) 1.1 (1.0, 1.3) 1.3 (1.0, 1.6)

4. Smoking history Current smoker 1.4 (1.1, 1.9)** 1.8 (1.3, 2.4)** 1.6 (1.1, 2.3)* 2.4 (1.6, 3.4)**

5. Race Non‐White 1.6 (1.3, 1.9)** 1.4 (1.0, 1.9)* 1.7 (1.3, 2.3)** 1.2 (0.8, 1.8)

6. Race African American 1.4 (1.1, 1.08)* 1.4 (1.0, 2.0) 1.6 (1.2, 2.1) * 1.3 (0.8, 2.2)

7. Ethnicity Latino 1.4 (1.0, 1.9) 1.4 (0.9, 2.2) 1.5 (1.0, 2.3) 1.5 (0.8, 2.80)

8. Language Non‐English 1.1 (0.8, 1.5) 0.8 (0.6, 1.2) 1.1 (0.7, 1.6) 0.8 (0.5, 1.4)

9. Alcohol used ** *

Former 1.3 (1.0, 1.7) 1.6 (1.2, 2.1) 1.3 (0.9, 1.8) 1.6 (1.1, 2.3)

Never 1.0 (0.9, 1.2) 0.9 (0.7, 1.2) 1.0 (0.9, 1.3) 0.9 (0.6, 1.3)

10. Number of alcoholb ** **

(drinks per d) 5 to 8 Drinks 2.2 (1.2, 4.2) 1.2 (0.9, 1.7) 1.8 (0.8, 4.3) 1.4 (0.9, 2.1)

≥9 Drinks 1.8 (0.6, 5.5) 2.0 (1.2, 3.2) 1.6 (0.4, 7.1) 1.6 (0.8, 3.2)

11. Weekend drinkingb More alcohol on weekend 1.1 (0.9, 1.4) 1.1 (0.9, 1.4) 1.4 (1.0, 2.0) 1.4 (1.0, 1.8) **

Abbreviations: CES‐D‐10, Center for Epidemiological Studies Short Form Depression Scale (10 items); CI, confidence interval; OR, odds ratio.
aAge was not a significant factor. Variables 2 to 4 are components of the base model when each of these variables is significant; variables 5 to 8 are inserted

into the base model one at a time due to multicollinearity; variables 9 to 11 are inserted one at a time into the base model plus race (variable 4). Reference

group: (2) at home with family, friends, or a spouse. (3) Less than 12 years formal education, (4) former or never, (5 and 6) White, (7) non‐Latino, (8) English,
(9) current, (10) one to four drinks, and (11) no more alcohol on weekend.
bNondrinkers have been excluded.

*P < .05.

**P < .01.
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16 with age, gender, race, language, living status, smoking, education,

and alcohol consumption with the corresponding associations at cut-

off scores of 8 and 10 (ie, adjusted ORs from Table S1). As Table S1

illustrated, being female, from racial ethnic minorities, non‐English

speaking background, institutional living, living alone, smoking, lower

education (ie, less than 12 years formal education), and hazardous

alcohol consumption (ie, more than five drinks per day) were positively

associated with higher depressive scores. Generally, association pat-

terns were similar for cutoff scores of 12, 14, or 16 compared with

proposed cutoff scores (ie, 8 and 10).
4 | DISCUSSION

These findings are consistent with those of other epidemiological

studies conducted in the United States, Australia, and worldwide in

demonstrating that the presence of depressive symptoms is common

in older populations.5,11,39-41 The CES‐D‐10 cut‐off of greater than

or equal to 8 showed closest similarity to other depression definitions

in population‐based studies of older adults and had the higher validity
for screening purposes.12 These data are also consistent in highlighting

the increased prevalence of depression among females.8 In previous

studies in Australian community‐dwelling older women and men,

enrolled in the Geelong Osteoporosis Study, the prevalence of any

mood disorder, including major depressive disorder, minor depression,

and bipolar disorder, was two times greater in women (8.9%) com-

pared with men (3.8%).42,43

Previous studies using different study designs have found preva-

lence rates of depressive symptoms in older people7-9,40 ranging from

4.5% to 49%. There is a debate over the source and the causes of the

heterogeneity in prevalence of depressive symptoms in this popula-

tion. Person‐related factors including sample setting (eg, community,

outpatient clinic, and nursing home), inclusion/exclusion for cognitive

impairment, and the racial/ethnic composition of the sample could

each be a source of variation. The definition of depression used in

these studies was also highly variable, and this is likely to have had a

major impact on estimates. Type of instrument used is also a source

of variation. Surveys that use formal diagnostic criteria (ie, ICD‐10 or

DSM‐IV) tend to yield lower prevalence estimates than those that

assessed depression using scales. However, a recent large study show
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high correlations between DSM‐IV criteria and scale‐based definitions

of depressive symptoms.12 Varying sample sizes may also influence

the robustness of given prevalence estimates.

The CES‐D‐10 convergent and divergent validity was examined in

this sample. Significant negative associations between the CES‐D‐10

score and SF‐12 mental component score and lack of association

between the CES‐D‐10 score and SF‐12 physical component score

support our proposed relationships. In addition, there were significant

associations between the CES‐D‐10 higher cutoffs (ie, greater than or

equal to 12, 14, and 16) and gender, race, language, living status,

smoking, education, and alcohol consumption. In addition, convergent

and divergent validity of the CES‐D‐10 score were assessed by exam-

ining the CES‐D‐10 pairwise correlations with the mental and physical

components of SF‐12 quality of life survey respectively.44,45 The

strength of these associations were also similar to the CES‐D‐10 pro-

posed cutoffs (ie, greater than or equal to 8 and 10) for presence of

depressive symptoms. Overall, this suggests that the CES‐D‐10

appears to be an effective instrument for screening and following

symptom severity in older people.

There are some limitations of this validation study. Because

ASPREE participants were a volunteer sample selected as a healthy

population across Australia and the United States, the study popula-

tion might not be representative of the broader population. In partic-

ular, exclusion of unwell individuals may have resulted in lower

prevalence rates of depression. As such we considered the existing

sample as a single sample of healthy older participants and did not

report country‐specific rates. The results of this study are based on

participants' scores on the CES‐D‐10, a validated screening tool used

to identify persons who have experienced symptoms of depression

during the previous week and who thus may be at risk for depression;

it is not a formal diagnostic test for clinical depression, notwithstand-

ing reasonable correlations between these two domains in the

literature.37,46 Furthermore, data were collected from just one point

in time, and thus only association, not causality, can be inferred from

the results. An alternative study design, such as a cohort study with

multiple CES‐D‐10 measurements and alternative evaluation of

depression, such as clinical diagnosis, could provide an opportunity

to examine causal pathways. Our study did not compare the

CES‐D‐10 with clinical diagnoses of depression to examine predictive

validity. Criterion related validity was not assessed in this study.

Further studies of the psychometric properties of the CES‐D‐10 could

include the assessment of the scale compared with a formal psychiat-

ric diagnosis to estimate the better cutoffs. Also, a self‐reported

question about past depression history was only asked from a small

fraction of participants, so reporting relapse/recurrence rates or undi-

agnosed depression rates was not possible.

Major strengths of this study include the use of a reliable, stan-

dardized instrument that was validated for older people and that has

a high correlation with a formal psychiatric diagnosis in this popula-

tion.37,47,48 Regardless of actual diagnosis, the presence of depressive

symptoms significantly impact this population,4,13 and this tool has

proven its use for screening in this circumstances.49 Other important

features were (a) the large sample size, when compared with other
similar studies; (b) accurate results as reflected in the small confidence

intervals for regression models estimates; and (c) the fact that the

sample was community‐based healthy older participants in a random-

ized trial that benefited from high‐quality methodology in question-

naire administration and data collection. Moreover, the current study

identified a broad range of associations that varied according to gen-

der, living status, smoking status, race, cultural and linguistic diversity,

and alcohol consumption.

In conclusion, this very large study confirms and provides up‐to‐

date reference for the high prevalence of depressive symptomatology

in a generally healthy older population from high‐income countries

and its associated factors including gender; living status; smoking;

race, cultural, and linguistic diversity; background level of education;

and alcohol consumption. Awareness of these factors by clinicians

might improve early detection and treatment of high‐risk individuals

and inform policy makers regarding the rising public health issue of

depression in later life.
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